Hiring for
Growth

Building teams
with a strengthsbased approach

Summary
In almost every industry, companies
are transforming their hiring process. With
the democratization of the internet,
low unemployment rates, and an evolving
workforce, hiring and retention practices must
evolve.
Capitol Consulting offers an alternative to
the traditional hiring and retention strategy.
The model builds on the teachings of Patrick
Lencioni and Don Clifton.
It’s simple:
Determine what the role requires and
find someone who exclusively fits that role,
that manager, that team, and that organization.
Capitol Consulting creates processes
that minimize improper hiring and
improve retention.

“Not finance. Not strategy. Not
technology. It is teamwork that
remains the ultimate competitive
advantage, both because it is so
powerful and so rare.”
Patrick Lencioni
The Five Dysfunctions of a Team

Challenge
PROBLEM: ineffective teams, low employee engagement, no retention plan, and placing people in
roles that don’t align with their strengths
EFFECT: the company’s bottom line, customer experience, department efficiency, and stress on
leadership.
IMPACT: overspending on hiring with little ROI, employee frustration, and unhealthy culture
SOLUTION: strategies for aligning top talent, development plans, training around communication,
better hiring strategy
Insights:
Every industry focuses on empowering and investing in teams. We believe our approach allows for
companies to invest in employees, develop them into stronger teams, and ultimately provide
the business with more growth. Furthermore, developing strategies around hiring and training
ensures the people serving customers are knowledgeable, passionate, and productive. Retention
plans increase ROI and create healthy cultures. Employees with growth plans and managers with
effective leadership strategies mean more effective communication and execution for an organization.

Solution

Invest in Human Capital
Capitol Consulting delivers totally customized processes and procedures for businesses
across the country. Utilizing StrengthsFinder as a tool for growth and development, our
clients have seen an increase in engagement and retention. Today, they can attract and
retain talent using practical principles to hire exceptional talent without spending a
fortune to do so.

“I think the retreat was a resounding success. Really a hard crowd that you
delighted and inspired. Thank you so much for a hard job done with amazing
commitment, equanimity and smarts.”
-Duke University Executive

Current Hiring Statistics
83% of employers say retention is their 34% of employees are engaged at work
top benefits objective
90% of CEOs and CFOs say that
culture is important at their firms

50% of Americans have left a job to get
away from their manager at some point
in their career

$450-550B is the cost of disengaged
employees to organizations

10-20% increase in revenue and
productivity when employees are
praised or recognized for good work

Our services include:
• Aligning top talent
• Coordinating development plans
• Creating training around
communication and trust
• Defining and driving employee
engagement
• Crafting language to address
diversity and inclusion
• Developing a better hiring
strategy

